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intrinsically disordered protein
recruitment into phase-separated protein
condensates†

Yongsang Jo, Jinyoung Jang, Daesun Song, Hyoin Park and Yongwon Jung *

Multivalent interactions between amino acid residues of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) drive phase

separation of these proteins into liquid condensates, forming various membrane-less organelles in cells.

These interactions between often biased residues of IDPs are also likely involved in selective recruitment

of many other IDPs into condensates. However, determining factors for this IDP recruitment into protein

condensates are not understood yet. Here, we quantitatively examined recruitment tendencies of various

IDPs with different sequence compositions into IDP-clustered condensates both in vitro as well as in

cells. Condensate-forming IDP scaffolds, recruited IDP clients, and phase separation conditions were

carefully varied to find key factors for selective IDP partitioning in protein condensates. Regardless of

scaffold sequences, charged residues in client IDPs assured potent IDP recruitment, likely via strong

electrostatic interactions, where positive residues could further enhance recruitment, possibly with

cation–pi interactions. Notably, poly-ethylene glycol, a widely used crowding reagent for in vitro phase

separation, abnormally increased IDP recruitment, indicating the need for careful use of crowding

conditions. Tyrosines of IDP clients also strongly participated in recruitment both in vitro and in cells.

Lastly, we measured recruitment degrees by more conventional interactions between folded proteins

instead of disordered proteins. Surprisingly, recruitment forces by an even moderate protein interaction

(Kd � 5 mM) were substantially stronger than those by natural IDP–IDP interactions. The present data

offer valuable information on how cells might organize protein partitioning on various protein condensates.
Introduction

Membrane-less organelles (MLOs) are liquid condensates in
cells with higher concentrations of specic biomolecules than
their surroundings without discrete physical barriers.1 Various
MLOs such as nucleoli,2 stress granules3 and p granules4 are
observed in diverse locations inside cells. A series of studies
suggested that MLOs are deeply related to diverse cellular
processes such as DNA damage repair,5 post-transcriptional
modication,6 signal transduction,7 development4 or stress
response.3 MLOs, which mostly comprise proteins and nucleic
acids, show liquid-like properties such as dynamic diffusivity
inside, spherical shapes, and abilities to fuse with each other.
MLO components can undergo continuous exchange with the
outside surroundings, which might contribute to MLO sensi-
tivity against environmental conditions such as temperature,
pH, ionic strength,8 and molecular crowding.9 MLO generation
and destruction can be spatiotemporally controlled by this
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environmental dynamicity and specic biomolecules that are
interacting with MLO components.

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are proteins with
fully or partially disordered structures. MLOs generally contain
various IDPs,10 and IDPs are known to drive protein clustering
and subsequent liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) with
their intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs),11 ultimately to
construct MLOs.12,13 IDRs have biased amino acid composi-
tions, particularly those with polar, charged, and aromatic
residues. Many studies revealed that weak multivalent interac-
tions between these amino acids such as electrostatic, cation–
pi, hydrophobic, or pi–pi interactions are essential driving
forces of LLPS.14–17 Also, changes in IDR–IDR interactions by
residue mutations,18,19 charge scrambling,16,20 or modica-
tions20–23 could alter LLPS propensities and physicochemical
properties of phase-separated liquid droplets. Some of these
modications even transformed protein liquid droplets to
disease-related aggregation.24 Various interactions between
unstructured IDR residues (e.g. electrostatic, cation–pi, hydro-
phobic, etc.) are thus believed to be important factors for MLO
construction, maintenance, and morphological changes in
cells.

Among multiple IDPs in MLOs,10 some of these IDPs domi-
nantly drive LLPS to form MLO condensates (termed scaffolds),
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Scheme 1 Schematic view of IDP client recruitment into IDP
condensates. Various protein condensates (e.g. charged, uncharged,
with a binding ligand) were prepared in vitro with crowding reagents
and also in cells. Recruitment degrees of client proteins with
composition varied IDRs or with a binding domain were quantitatively
examined.
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while other IDPs are recruited into condensates (termed
clients). It is believed that multivalent residual interactions
between IDRs of IDPs are one of the key factors for selective IDP
recruitment. Multiple studies reported various degrees of IDP
recruitment into diverse phase-separated protein condensates.
For example, hydrogels25 or liquid droplets26 of full-length or
IDR of fused in the sarcoma (FUS) protein could recruit various
IDPs with a wide range of recruiting powers. Highly charged
IDRs from LAF1 (LAF) and DDX4 proteins were also strongly
recruited into various IDP condensates.27,28 Selective recruit-
ment of IDPs and IDP condensates will heavily inuence
selective compartmentalization (or partitioning) of numerous
IDPs and related proteins in cells. However, major determi-
nants for selective protein recruitment into phase-separated
condensates have not been fully elucidated.

Here, we designed protein condensate models by clustering
phase-separable scaffold proteins such as highly charged LAF or
mostly uncharged (but with many tyrosines, Tyr) FUS both in
vitro and in cells (Scheme 1). Next, relative recruitment
Table 1 Amino acid compositions of client IDRs. Positive, negative, pola
and glutamine (Q) are indicated in bold fonts. Serine (S), threonine (T
phenylalanine (F), tryptophan (W)

Protein
Dipole–dipole
(S, T, N, Q) + Charge

FUS 51.9% 0.5%
S51, T10, N7, Q43 R1, K0

F4CB 28.0% 12.6%
S0, T10, N7, Q43 R27, K0

F4CB-QR 28.0% 12.6%
S10, T10, N27, Q13 R27, K0

F4CB-YR 35.5% 12.6%
S10, T10, N13, Q43 R27, K0

LAF 22.0% 14.3%
S12, T0, N23, Q2 R24, K0

LCR 41.7% 0.0%
S45, T0, N23, Q2 R0, K0

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
propensities of IDP client variants, the amino acid composi-
tions of which were carefully altered (Table 1), into these
condensates were quantitatively measured. We found that
charged residues of IDP clients consistently drove strong client
recruitment into all tested condensates under diverse in vitro
and cellular conditions, indicating a dominant role of electro-
static interactions in IDP recruitment. In addition, positive
(particularly arginine, Arg) and Tyr residues, which can offer pi–
cation interactions, in IDP clients could further increase
recruitment powers. While recruitment patterns are generally
similar both in vitro and in cells, recruitment of IDPs with
positive (particularly Arg) residues was abnormally enhanced in
vitro by poly ethylene-glycol (PEG), which is a widely used
crowding reagent to induce biomolecular phase separation.
Lastly, we investigated the roles of specic interactions of fol-
ded proteins (rather than IDP–IDP interactions) in condensate
protein recruitment by introducing specic binding pairs to
scaffold and client proteins (Scheme 1). Protein recruitment by
a binding pair with �5 mM Kd was clearly stronger than
recruitment by interactions between IDPs. Moreover, even
highly weak binding (Kd > 100 mM) provided protein recruitment
comparable to recruitment by natural IDPs. These data indicate
that diverse interactions between folded and disordered
proteins collectively dictate selective protein partitioning in
bimolecular condensates in cells.
Results and discussion
Charged residues of clients potently and universally drive
client recruitment

Electrostatic interactions between charged residues are likely
one of the strongest among possible non-covalent interactions
between disordered IDR residues. Previously,27 we observed
strong recruitment of highly charged LAF and DDX IDRs into
IDR condensates, but it was weakened by charge deletion. In
this previous work, in vitro IDR condensates were constructed
by streptavidin-mediated clustering of biotinylated IDRs, which
also contained a soluble SUMO protein domain to improve
r amino acids and those with aromatic rings are counted. Tyrosine (Y)
), asparagine (N), arginine (R), lysine (K), aspartate (D), glutamate (E),

(R, K) � Charge (D, E)
Aromatic ring
(F, Y, W)

2.3% 12.6%
D5, E0 F0, Y27, W0
14.0% 12.6%
D30, E0 F0, Y27, W0
14.0% 12.6%
D30, E0 F0, Y27, W0
14.0% 5.1%
D30, E0 F0, Y11, W0
11.9% 7.1%
D17, E3 F1, Y11, W0
1.8% 11.9%
D0, E3 F1, Y19, W0
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protein stability. However, the biotin-SUMO domain of these
IDR scaffolds had a rather biased �14 net charge, which might
impede precise evaluation of the roles of charged residues for
IDR recruitment into these condensates. Indeed, these SUMO-
IDR condensates showed signicantly stronger recruitment of
positively charged proteins than negatively charged proteins
(Fig. S1†). Therefore, we modied the surface charges of the
biotin-SUMO domain to have a zero net charge, and fused this
neutral domain to two well-known IDRs, FUS and LAF (Fig. 1a).
FUS and LAF IDRs were representatively investigated because
these IDRs are highly phase separable but contain distinct
residue compositions: LAF is highly charged, and FUS is mostly
uncharged but contains many serines (Ser), glutamines (Glu),
and Tyr (Table 1). The resulting neutral IDR scaffolds (NtFUS
and NtLAF) successfully formed liquid condensate droplets
with high diffusivity (Fig. S2a†) and, more importantly, biased
recruitment for positive charged protein clients was
Fig. 1 Condensate recruitment for charge varied IDR clients in vitro and
recruitments. (b) Recruitment degrees (PCs) of GFP-fused IDRs into NtFU
images of GFP-IDR client recruitment inside condensates are shown bel
independent experiments). (c) Schematic diagram of IDR phase separat
Cry2 oligomerization and subsequent phase separation. IDR condensate
(d) Representative cell images of light-induced IDR (FUS and LAF) conde
graphs show recruitment degrees (PCs) of clients in cells. Scale bars: 5 m

524 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 522–530
signicantly reduced with these neutral scaffolds (Fig. S2b†).
We therefore used NtFUS and NtLAF as IDP scaffolds, and GFP
with a near neutral charge (�2) was fused to IDR clients for
a quantitative recruitment evaluation with minimal perturba-
tion by protein charges other than those from IDRs (Fig. 1a).

To comparably test the roles of charged residues in client
recruitment, we added four charged blocks to uncharged FUS
(F4CB) and removed most charges from LAF (LCR) (Table 1 and
Fig. S3†). For a better comparison, the nal charge proportion
of F4CB was designed to be similar to LAF, and the Ser and Tyr
composition of LCR was designed to be similar to FUS. 50 mM of
NtFUS and NtLAF scaffolds was clustered and phase separated
in the presence of 5% (crowding reagent) PEG. GFP-fused IDR
clients (1.5 mM) were included, and client recruitment was
quantied by measuring the ratio of the GFP uorescence
signals in and out of condensates (ratio ¼ partition coefficient
(PC)) (Fig. 1a). GFP without IDRs barely localized in both NtFUS
in cells. (a) Schematic diagram of in vitro phase separation and client
S (red bars) and NtLAF (blue bars) condensates. Representative confocal
ow the graph. Scale bars: 20 mm. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 100 from three
ion and client recruitments in cells. 488 nm laser illumination induces
s and clients are shown in red (mCherry) and green (GFP), respectively.
nsate (red) formation and GFP-fused client (green) recruitment. Right
m. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n $ 30 cells).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Condensate recruitment for charge biased IDR clients in vitro
and in cells. (a) Construction of negative and positive clients from F4CB
IDR. Net charges of clients are in bold. (b) Recruitment degrees (PCs) of
charge biased IDRs into NtFUS (left y scale, red bars) and NtLAF (right y
scale, blue bars) condensates in vitro with representative confocal
images. GFP-F4CB values (data from Fig. 1) are included for compar-
ison. Scale bars: 20 mm. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 100 from three inde-
pendent experiments). (c) Recruitment degrees (PCs) of charge biased
IDRs and F4CB (data from Fig. 1) into IDR condensates in cells. Error
bars: 1 s.d. (n $ 30 cells).
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and NtLAF condensates (PCs � 1.2), but GFP-FUS showed weak
but clear recruitment with PCs �2 (Fig. 1b). Highly charged
GFP-LAF showed signicantly higher PCs (�10). However, when
charged residues of LAF were mostly removed (GFP-LCR),
recruitment was vastly weakened down to the levels of GFP-
FUS, indicating the dominant role of charge residues for
client recruitment. Interestingly, recruitment of FUS with
charged blocks (F4CB) was even stronger (three- to four-fold)
than that of LAF. Compared to LAF, longer charge blocks and
more Tyr of F4CB (Table 1 and Fig. S3†) might synergistically
contribute to this unusually high recruitment.

Observed strong recruitment of charged clients into IDR
condensates was also examined with condensates made by
folded proteins without IDRs. Previously reported PRM and SH3
tandem repeat pentamers were mixed to drive phase separation
by multiple interactions of PRM and SH3.29 PRM-SH3 conden-
sates were overall neutral while highly charged (PRM pentamer:
+31, SH3 pentamer: �32) (Fig. S4†). Strong recruitment for
charged LAF and even stronger recruitment for F4CB were also
observed with this non-IDR condensate (Fig. S4†), indicating
that client IDR charges potently drive recruitment, largely
regardless of condensate components.

We also examined the charge-dependent IDR recruitment
into IDR condensates in cells. In general, 200–300 mg mL�1 of
macromolecules, which are mainly composed of proteins and
nucleic acids, are crowded in cells, and they occupy 20–30% of
intracellular volume.30 It is clear that designed crowded in vitro
conditions, mostly with crowding reagents, are vastly different
from crowding environments in cells. For example, 8 kDa PEG is
known to occupy�40% of volume in vitro with only 40 mgmL�1

(4%) concentration.31 Many recent studies reported that
crowding reagents commonly used in vitro can interfere with
biomolecular interactions in various ways, affecting diverse
biomolecular phase separation related processes.9,12,32,33 In this
regard, IDR recruitment must also be carefully investigated in
cells to determine meaningful factors for the process.

Light-induced IDR clustering by using Cry2 (with fused red
mCherry) was used to generate IDR condensates in cells,28,34 and
GFP-fused IDR clients were co-expressed (Fig. 1c). However,
unlike in vitro tests, where excess scaffolds (50 mM) were mixed
with clients (1.5 mM), simple co-expression of scaffolds and
clients might result in a signicant portion of condensates
being occupied by clients, which would lead to unwanted
condensate property variations. More importantly, high client
concentrations can reach close to the saturated maximal client
concentration inside condensates, and the resulting PCs will
not properly indicate recruitment propensity. Therefore, we
lowered the expression levels of GFP-IDR clients by using the
mini-CMV promoter.35 Compared to the original CMV
promoter, protein expression levels were �seven-fold lowered
with the mini-CMV promoter (Fig. S5 and Table S8†).

Expressed scaffolds (red mCherry) and clients (green GFP)
were both uniformly distributed in cells before light illumina-
tion. Aer 488 nm light exposure, FUS and LAF condensates
(red) were clearly formed in cells (Fig. 1d). The distribution of
GFP clients without IDRs was not altered by condensation,
indicating an absence of recruitment. GFP-FUS was only slightly
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
recruited into both FUS and LAF condensates (PCs 1.6–1.8). On
the other hand, GFP-F4CB was strongly recruited into cellular
condensates with PCs reaching �6 (Fig. 1d, right graphs), sup-
porting the inuential roles of client charges in condensate
recruitment even in cells. Although PC values were highly varied
between cells, these values did not show a distinct correlation
with the relative scaffold/client expression levels (Fig. S6†).
Interestingly, client recruitment PC values in cells were gener-
ally much smaller than those obtained in vitro (Fig. 1a, S7,
Tables S1 and S2†). The in vitro crowding condition with 5%
PEG could magnify client recruitment, compared to cellular
environments, which are crowded by various biomolecules.
Positive arginines of clients drive strong recruitment,
particularly in vitro

We next examined whether positive (Arg) and negative (aspar-
tate, Asp) residues differently inuence client recruitment.
Charge blocks of F4CB were used to prepare GFP-fused IDR
clients with one or two negative or positive charge blocks (net
IDR charges: �34, �19, 10, 24; Fig. 2a). Designed negative and
positive blocks have similar lengths, net charges, and overall
amino acid compositions (Fig. S3†). Against both NtFUS and
NtLAF condensates, positive charged clients showed substan-
tially stronger recruitment than negative clients (Fig. 2b). In
fact, condensate recruitment of negative clients was barely
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 522–530 | 525



Fig. 3 Condensate recruitment for Arg-to-Lys mutated IDR clients. (a)
Recruitment degrees (PCs) of Arg-to-Lysmutated IDRs into NtFUS (left
y scale, red bars) and NtLAF (right y scale, blue bars) condensates in
vitro (5% PEG). Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 100 from three independent
experiments). (b) Recruitment PCs of GFP-LAF and GFP-LAFK into IDR
condensates in cells. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n $ 30 cells) (c) Recruitment
PCs of GFP-LAF and GFP-LAFK into FUS, LAF, and PRM-SH3 (P5-S5)
condensates in vitro with varying concentrations of three different
crowding reagents. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 100 from three independent
experiments).
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observed. This result can be explained by the fact that positive
residues, particularly Arg, can have diverse interactions (most
notably cation–pi interaction) with other residues in addition to
electrostatic interactions,36 whereas negative residues will
mostly contribute to electrostatic interactions.

Positive-charged GFP-2PB (+24) also showed much stronger
recruitment into FUS condensates in cells than negative-
charged GFP-2NB (�34) (Fig. 2c). However, both GFP-2PB and
GFP-2NB were only moderately recruited to LAF condensates in
cells. Compared to LAF (11 Tyr), FUS has much more Tyr (27),
which is known to mediate strong cation–pi interactions with
positive residues. Cation–pi interactions in FUS proteins are
important for FUS phase separation,15,37 andmutations of Tyr to
Ser in scaffold FUS increased critical concentrations of phase
separation.18 Still, strong recruitment of positive-charged
clients into LAF condensates observed in vitro was not
observed in cells (Fig. 2c). In-cell data indicate that client
recruitment by IDRs in cells is mostly moderate (average PCs �
2) (ESI Table†). It is possible that recruitment by IDR interac-
tions is not overly altered by IDR residue variations in complex
cellular environments, unless there are uncommon modica-
tions such as numerous charge blocks (i.e. F4CB and 2 PB: PCs
� 6) (Fig. S7 and S8†). On the other hand, recruitment PCs are
widely varied in vitro (1–40), suggesting that the relative
recruitment power can be more sensitively measured (arti-
cially and more simply crowded) in vitro than in cells.

The importance of positive Arg in IDR recruitment was
further investigated by mutating Arg to lysine (Lys). Arg and Lys
are both positively charged, but multiple studies reported the
unique effects of Arg in IDP phase separation via strong cation–
pi and pi–pi interactions with other aromatic or even non-
aromatic amino acids.16,17,36,38 We mutated all Arg residues to
Lys in LAF (LAFK) and 2 PB (2PBK) clients. Under the in vitro
(5% PEG) condition, client recruitment was evidently weakened
by this Arg–Lys mutation (Fig. 3a), supporting that Arg with its
more diverse residual interactions than Lys plays important
roles in IDR recruitment into protein condensates. However,
again, IDR recruitment was not inuenced by this client
mutation in cells (Fig. 3b and S9†).

As mentioned earlier, proteins in cells are crowded by a wide
range of bio-macromolecules such as proteins, nucleic acids,
and polysaccharides with extremely high concentrations. To
further validate IDR client recruitment propensities under more
diverse phase separation conditions in vitro, we additionally
tested two other biomolecule-based crowding reagents, BSA
(protein) and dextran (polysaccharide). Crowding reagent
concentrations were also increased up to 15% (150 mg mL�1) to
reach close to cellular conditions (PEG 5–15%, BSA 5–15% with
2% PEG, dextran 5–10%). 2% PEG was added to BSA since BSA
alone was not effective to induce IDR phase separation, and
dextran was used up to 10% due to solubility. Again, for all
tested in vitro crowding conditions, GFP-LAF clients with Arg
showed consistently stronger recruitment into IDR condensates
than GFP-LAFK with Arg–Lys mutations (Fig. 3c). Moreover,
preferred recruitment of GFP-LAF over GFP-LAFK was also
observed with fold protein (PRM-SH3) condensates. Unless high
concentrations (10%, 15%) of unnatural PEG were used, GFP-
526 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 522–530
LAFK recruitments were extremely weak, with PCs less than
1.5 for all conditions and condensates (ESI Table†).

Although recruitment PCs with BSA and dextran were closer
to those obtained in cells than with PEG, Arg effects were
nonetheless observed only in vitro. We suspect that cells are
crowded with diverse biomolecules, some of which can non-
specically or even specically interact with client IDRs, and
therefore specic recruitments into condensates are rather
moderate, which also makes client compositional variations
less inuential for recruitment power. Additionally, small PC
changes cannot be reliably measured in cells due to high cell-to-
cell signal variations. We also note that IDR recruitments were
uniquely and vastly increased with PEG increases but not with
BSA or dextran (Fig. S10†). In particular, this increase was more
evident for charged clients. PEGs occupy high solution volumes,
and are also less polar than BSA or dextran. PEG accumulation
around amino acid residues (preferably non-polar residues) was
theoretically reported.39 We also found that PEG was more
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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concentrated inside IDR condensates (PCs 2–6), while BSA is
evenly distributed inside and outside condensates (Fig. S11†).
The exact effects of these characteristics of PEG on biomolec-
ular LLPS processes including client recruitment are not yet
clear. Nevertheless, in vitro LLPS studies with commonly used
PEGmust be carefully interpreted by considering various effects
of PEG that are different from other crowding reagents and
cellular conditions.
Tyrosines synergistically promote client recruitment with
positive residues

Among tested IDR variants, F4CB and 2 PB, both of which
contain high levels of Arg and Tyr residues, showed consistently
strong client recruitment in vitro as well as in cells. In fact, only
these IDRs had average recruitment PCs exceeding 5 in cells.
Many studies have reported that electrostatic and cation–pi
interactions are major driving forces of charge-abundant IDR
LLPS, while pi–pi stacking,17 sp2/pi interaction40 and hydrogen
bonding can be important driving forces of charge-decient IDR
interactions.41 Tyr plays major roles in various pi interactions,
and Tyr residues were essential for LLPS of uncharged IDRs
such as FUS.40 To examine the synergistic role of Tyr in observed
strong client recruitment of charged IDRs, a large portion of Tyr
residues in F4CB were removed (F4CB-YR, Table 1). Strong
Fig. 4 Condensate recruitment for Tyr removed F4CB clients. (a)
Recruitment PCs of F4CB, F4CB-YR, and FUS into IDR condensates in
vitro with varying concentrations of crowding reagent PEG and BSA.
Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 100 from three independent experiments). (b)
Recruitment PCs of GFP-F4CB and GFP-F4CB-YR into IDR conden-
sates in cells. PC values of F4CB client are identical with those in
Fig. 1c. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n $ 30 cells).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
client recruitment of F4CB into IDR condensates was vastly
reduced by this Tyr removal, particularly with crowded BSA
conditions (Fig. 4a).

However, F4CB-YR, which contains charge blocks, showed
reduced but still high recruitment under PEG conditions,
indicating that charged residues alone can drive strong
recruitment with crowded PEG. Overall, charge-driven client
recruitment was only moderate under BSA-crowded in vitro and
in cell conditions. In fact, synergistic strong client recruitment
of F4CB in cells also disappeared by Tyr removal in cells (Fig. 4b
and S12†). We also removed Gln residues from F4CB, since Gln
was also one of the critical residues for FUS LLPS.40 However,
recruitment of the resulting F4CB-QR into IDR condensates was
mostly similar to that of original F4CB (Fig. S13†). Conclusively,
under our experimental in vitro and in cell conditions, consis-
tently high client recruitment was observed only for highly
(positive) charged clients with abundant Tyr residues.
Client recruitment via specic interactions between folded
proteins

Under our experimental conditions, natural IDR clients were
somewhat weakly recruited into protein condensates in cells
(PCs� 2). This recruitment was likely driven by slightly stronger
residual interactions of unstructured residues of client IDRs
with condensate components than with surrounding biomole-
cules. However, these interactions of disordered residues might
not be sufficiently strong or specic to explain highly selective
localization (partitioning) of a specic set of proteins inside
natural MLOs. Natural IDPs mostly have both unstructured
regions (IDRs) and structured regions. One of the key roles of
these structured domains in IDPs is to specically interact with
target proteins or nucleic acids. For example, a number of FUS
family proteins contain RNA recognition motifs in addition to
their disordered regions.37 Specic protein interaction networks
are also essential for the composition and miscibility of stress
granule and P-body condensates.42 Therefore, it is likely that
IDR residue interactions and specic folded protein interac-
tions are both involved in recruitment processes of natural
MLOs. However, the relative contribution of these two interac-
tions for client recruitment is still unknown.

A direct affinity comparison between IDR interactions and
folded protein interactions is not possible yet since the affinities
of IDR interactions are not clearly dened or measured. We
measured client recruitment by interactions of folded proteins
with a specic binding affinity to weigh relative recruitment
powers. The well-studied bacterial protein binding pair, Spy-
Catcher (SC) and SpyTag,43 was used to eliminate unwanted
interactions with cellular proteins in tested mammalian cells.
D7N SpyTag (D7N), Glu-to-Asn mutated SpyTag, specically
interacts with SC with Kd � 5 mM (Fig. S14†). D7N was fused to
the NtFUS scaffold, and the resulting NtFUS-D7N successfully
generated phase-separated liquid condensates (Fig. S15†). In
MLOs, which contain many different biomolecules, a particular
binding protein will be only a fraction of inside components.
Therefore, we prepared NtFUS condensates with varying
percentages of NtFUS-D7N (from 20% to 0.5%). GFP-fused
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 522–530 | 527



Fig. 5 Condensate client recruitment via specific interactions of structured proteins. (a) Recruitment degrees (PCs) of GFP-SC into NtFUS/
NtFUS-D7N (or -D7Ns) condensates in vitro with representative confocal images. Concentrations of used scaffold proteins are indicated. Scale
bars: 20 mm. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 100 from three independent experiments). (b) Recruitment PCs of client proteins with SC or IDR into NtFUS-
D7N condensates in vitro with representative confocal images. Recruitment PCs of GFP-SC, GFP-LAF, and GFP-F4CB into NtFUS/NtLAF
condensates (data from Fig. 1) are shown in the right graph for comparison. Scale bars: 20 mm. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 100 from three independent
experiments) (c) Recruitment PCs of client proteins with SC or IDR into mCh-Cry2-IDR-D7N condensates in cells. GFP-SC recruitment into
mCh-Cry2-IDR-D7Ns condensates is indicated as GFP-SC (D7Ns) (light gray). Error bars: 1 s.d. (n $ 30 cells).
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client SC was strongly recruited into these NtFUS/NtFUS-D7N
condensates (PCs � 5–8) (Fig. 5a). Even with only 0.5%
NtFUS-D7N, GFP-SC recruitment was comparable to highly
charged GFP-LAF recruitment. To examine the affinity–recruit-
ment relation, we reduced the SC-D7N affinity by shortening the
D7N tag (D7Ns),43 which showed no clear SC binding signals
even at 100 mM (Fig. S14†) (Kd over 100 mM). GFP-SC recruitment
was vastly weakened by this D7N shortening, where recruitment
PC was �2 even with 20% NtFUS-D7Ns (Fig. 5a). These data
clearly indicate that specic SC-D7N interactions drive client
recruitment.

When IDRs (FUS or LAF) were additionally fused to GFP-SC,
client recruitment into NtFUS-D7N was further enhanced
(Fig. 5b), indicating synergistic effects by both IDR and struc-
tured protein interactions. Recruitment PC of GFP-LAF-SC
reached �30, which is higher than even strong F4CB recruit-
ment (PC � 20). Strong recruitment by SC fusion on various
clients was not observed when NtFUS or NtLAF without D7N was
used as condensate scaffolds (Fig. S16a†). On the other hand,
strong GFP-SC recruitment and even stronger GFP-IDR-SC
recruitment were similarly observed under the BSA crowding
condition (5% BSA + 2% PEG) (Fig. S16b†).

We also examined client recruitment by SC-D7N binding in
cells. FUS-D7N and LAF-D7N condensates were formed in cells
again by light-induced Cry2 clustering. Surprisingly, GFP-SC
recruitment (via Kd 5 mM binding) was stronger than GFP-
F4CB (Fig. 5c). Articial IDR F4CB showed the strongest
recruitment among all tested IDRs in vitro as well as in cells.
Moreover, when shortened D7Ns was used, SC recruitment (via
Kd > 100 mM binding) was still evident and even comparable to
528 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 522–530
GFP-LAF client recruitment. We also note that recruitment PCs
in cells was close to that obtained in vitro for SC-D7N (Fig. S17†).
On the other hand, PCs for LAF and F4CB in cells were
dramatically lower than in vitro values. These results indicate
that interactions between unstructured IDRs can be heavily
affected by surrounding molecules, whereas specic interac-
tions between structured motifs were less affected. We envision
that interactions of IDRs and folded proteins together orches-
trate protein recruitments in MLOs, although specic protein
bindings can offer more potent and also consistent recruitment
forces.
Conclusions

We examined major environmental or interacting factors for
IDR client recruitment into protein condensates by careful
design of in vitro and in cell models. A series of mutation tests
revealed that charged residues (particularly positive charges) in
client IDRs drive strong recruitment into various protein
condensates. Electrostatic and cation–pi interactions, which are
also important forces for LLPS, played major roles in client
recruitment. In fact, client IDRs with high degrees of both Arg
and Tyr (two key residues for electrostatic and cation–pi inter-
actions) showed the strongest recruitment under diverse
conditions. Overall, residue compositions of client IDRs were
less inuential for client recruitment in cells than in vitro. We
believe that potential interactions of client IDRs with complex
mixtures of surrounding biomolecules in cells might weaken
selective recruitment into condensate environments. On the
other hand, recruitment by specic binding between folded
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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proteins was clearly controlled by binding strength. Even�5 mM
Kd binding offered stronger recruitment than all tested IDR
interactions. Although interactions between disordered
proteins are important for LLPS and recruitment, interactions
of structured proteins might be dominant factors for selective
partitioning of many specic biomolecules in MLOs in cells.

IDR recruitment was also strongly affected by crowding
reagents used in vitro. PEG induced unnaturally strong client
(particularly charged clients) recruitment. In this regard, it
must also be noted that observed PC value variations in cells
might be altered with other LLPS models that are different from
the light-induced clustering system. Further variations such as
LLPS-inducing methods, scaffold/client ratios, and condensate
components in cellular LLPS models should be investigated.
There are also many remaining questions that we wish to
address to fully understand selective client recruitment. It is not
clear if there are specic interactions between certain IDRs
among many IDRs. It will also be interesting to study whether
binding strengths are different inside and outside condensates.
Lastly, we also plan to investigate if there are threshold driving
forces (binding affinities) for effective biomolecule partitioning
in cells.
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